
Monday 16th   November 2020 

WALT: create a story setting/character.  

S2S: 

I can 

*describe a setting 

*invent a character 

*use adjective 



Explorer-Ernest Shackleton 
1874-1922 



Let’s read on… 
Pages 35-36 



This week’s task… 

We are going to be authors this week. 

Using the subject of Shackleton’s 
amazing adventure we are going to 
write a fiction adventure story. 
�  Our setting will be Patience Camp. 

 

�  Our character will be one of the crew. 

�  The narrative will ne a day exploring and hunting 
around Patience Camp.  

 

 
 



The setting… 
What does it look like? 
What can you see? 
What can you hear? 
What can you smell? 
What does it feel like? 
 
Let’s use adjectives… 



Our character… 
The character must be a man. 
 
He must be one of  Shackleton’s crew. 
 
You must name and describe him. 
 
What does he look like? 
What is his personality like? 



Wednesday18th   November 
2020 

WALT: Plan an adventure story. 

S2S I can 

*create story events 

*create a crisis 

*resolve a crisis 

*use sentence openers 



Let’s recap… 
Read page 39… 
 

Remember our setting. 
 

Who is our character? 

 
What are they going to do? 



Planning our story… 
� Box 1-Intro setting and characters. 
� Box 2-What happens first? What do they 

need to do? 
� Box3-The adventure begins… 
� Box 4-What goes wrong? 
� Box5-How do they make it right? 
� Box 6-What happens in the end? 
 



Let’s share ideas… 
Who has a great start to their adventure? 
 
Who has a excellent  way to continue their adventure? 
 
Who has a dramatic crisis? 
 
Who can solve the crisis? 
 
Who has a wonderful ending? 

 



Thursday 19th November 2020 

WALT: Write an adventure story. 

S2S I can 

* write exciting story events 

*build a story narrative 

*use exciting vocabulary  



Let’s become authors… 
Using our plan we are going to write our 
adventure stories. 
 
Each box on the plan will become a 
paragraph. 
 
Remember to use great sentence openers, 
exciting vocabulary and build the tension 
by using questions. 



Friday 20th November 2020 

WALT: Write an adventure story. 

S2S I can 

* write exciting story events 

*build a story narrative 

*use exciting vocabulary  



Let’s become authors… 
Using our plan we are going to write our 
adventure stories. 
 
Each box on the plan will become a 
paragraph. 
 
Remember to use great sentence openers, 
exciting vocabulary and build the tension 
by using questions. 


